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Subby Valentine

Brilliant comedian, excellent MC

Subby Valentine is not only one of Sydney’s most
experienced, versatile and successful comedians, he is
also a well-known radio personality, raconteur, TV
pundit and writer.

A skilled entertainer and interviewer from his years on
Triple J, Triple M, Mix FM and ABC Radio, Subby has
grilled many big names from the entertainment world
including Michael Buble, Billy Bob Thornton, Owen
Wilson, James Blunt and Daniel Radcliffe, to name just
a few.

These skills have come in very handy as Subby is also
known an excellent MC, highly professional and adaptable, with the skills to keep proceedings
moving smoothly while keeping the audience entertained.

He loves chatting and interacting with the audience which is why he is a popular choice as MC for
organisations including Amnesty International, Nestle, Masterton Homes, The Wales Tourism
Board, Oxfam and Austereo as well as a host of others.

As one of Sydney’s best comedians, Subby has headlined at comedy festivals throughout Australia
in addition to appearances in Singapore, Hong Kong, London and Edinburgh. His abilities extend
beyond stand-up comedy into the areas of television and radio writing and sketch comedy acting
and writing.

As a writer he was a big contributor to the highly successful Morning Crew at 2DAYFM with
Wendy Harmer and Greg Fleet. His radio credits include his own hit show on the Triple M
Network, the Tom and Subby Show and as co-host of Mix 106.5 FM’s Sammy and Subby in the
Morning.

He has written for and acted in sketch comedies for stage and TV including the Network 10 cult
hit comedy program SkitHouse. He was a frequent guest on ABC’s The Fat and The Glasshouse,
and was a television host on SBS’s The Men’s Room.

Subby can also be heard weekly on the popular Thank God it’s Friday segment of Richard Glover’s
Drive program on 702 ABC Sydney.
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Client testimonials

“ Subby Valentine is the best MC we have ever worked with at Five Star PR. He has been a
huge hit with our guests and media at functions for Air Canada and the Wales Tourist Board.
He is extremely easy to work with, highly professional ensuring he researches his clients
thoroughly and can present excellent material during the event. He has easily incorporated all
key messages into a very talented, light hearted and engaging performance as both an MC
and performer. Subby would always be my first choice as MC.

- Five Star PR
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